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Ql: Answer only five from the following problems:- (40 Marks)
A: Show analytically that a beam entering a planar transparent plate, emerges oarallel to its initial

direction. Derive an expression for the lateral displacement of the beam.

B: Given an equiconvex glass lens, with radii 100 mm, thickness l0 mm, and refractive index 1,5.

Use theA4g_13y_.1!gags to find the location and heisht of the image for an object 20 mm height
above the axis and located 300 mm to the left ofthe first surface.

C: A convex-planar glass (n = 1.5) lens in air has a radius of 10 cm and a thickness of I cm.
Determine the svstem matrix and check its determinant. At what Dositive angle above the axis,
should a ray strike the lens at a height of2 cm, if it is to emerge from the lens parallel to the
optical axis at the same height?

D: Design a Fraunhofer acrhromatic doublet of focal length 50 cm using crown glass and flint
glass. The lenses have catalogued indices of(nc =1.50763, na =1.51009, and nr =1.51566) for
crown lens and (nc =1.61503, n6 =1.6296n, and nf:1.63208) for flint lens.

E: What range of motion should the 50 mm focal length lens of a 35-mm camera have, if the camera
is to be capable of photographing objects as close as 50 cm from the lens? What is the aperture
diameter when the diaphragm is set at f/2.8 and at fll6?

F: Drive the rylg!3pgg[ggg sg3!!q for an optical fiber and apply it for a single mode optical
fiber has a core index 1.62 anil a clade index 1.52 to determine its maximum acceDtance angle.

Q2: Explain brieflv and sketch only five from the following questions:-

A: The reflection and refraction ofplane wavefronts at the boundary surfaces.
B: The lens coma or astigmatism aberration.
C: The effect ofstops on lens aberrations.
D: The optical fibers and their modes.

E: The defects of eye vision.
F: The laser beam expander.

(30 Marks)
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Arrswei- oniv five questions

Ql/A- Talk about the zone refining technique. (8 marks)

B- Define the crystal growth and explain Czochralski process. (8 marks)

QZI A- State the importance of the chemical etching process and classiff its types.

(8 marks)

B- Mention the boundary conditions for solution of Fick's second law and

explain one. (8 marks)

Q3/ A- Describe the chemical vapor deposition technique. (8 mark)

B- Draw the energy band - bending diagram of metal-n-type semiconductor

contact and calculate the barrier height if the electron affrnity of semiconductor was

4.5eV and the metal work function was 5.leV. (8 marks)

Q4/ A- Classifu the methods used for thin film deposition and explain one. (8 marks)

B- Explain the DMOS and VMOS technologies. (8 marks)

Q5/ A- Give the flow chart for design of D/A convertor. (8 marks)

B- Talk about the electron beam lithography and state its advantages over

photolithography. (8 marks)

Q6/ Talk in detail about the planar diode for monolithic circuits. (16 mark)

Good Luck
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Ql: Answer only five from the following problems:- (40 Marks)
A: Show analytically that a beam entering a planar transparent plate, emerges parallel to its initial

direction. Derive an expression for the lateral displacement of the beam.

B: Given an equiconvex glass lens, with radii 100 mm, thickness l0 mm, and refractive index 1.5.

Use thea4g3gy..!ry to lind the location and heieht of the image for an object 20 mm height
above the axis and located 300 mm to the left ofthe first surface.

C: A convex-planar glass (n: 1.5) lens in air has a radius of 10 cm end a thickness of I cm.
Determine the system matrix and check its determinant. At what positive angle above the axis,
should a ray strike the lens at r height of2 cm, if it is to emerge from the lens parallel to the
optical axis at the same height?

D: Design a Fraunhofer acrhromatic doublet of focal length 50 cm using crown glass and flint
glass. The lenses have catalogued indices of(n" =1.50763, no=1.51009, and nr=1.51566) for
crown lens and (nc =1.61503, na =1.626n0, and nr =1.63208) for flint tens.

E: What g34g[4!!q should the 50 mm focal tength lens of a 35-mm camcra have, if the camera
is to be capable of photographing olrjects as close as 50 cm from the lens? What is the apcrture
g!!rylq when the diaphragm is set at f/2.8 and at f/16?

F: Drive the numerical aperture equation for an optical fiber and apply it for a single mode optical
fiber has a core index 1.62 and a clade index 1.52 to determine its maximum acceptance angle.

Q2: Explain briefly and sketch only five from the foltowing questions:-
A: The reflection and refraction of plane wavefronts at the boundary surfaces.
B: The lens coma or astigmatism aberration.
C: The effect of stops on lens aberrations.
D: The optical fibers and their modes.
E: The defects of eye vision.
F: The laser beam expander.

(30 Marks)
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Attempt Five euestions

Ql-sketch the laser system diagram for the following laser systems :
a-Cu-vapor laser, b-He-Ne laser and c-CO2 laser.

Q2-A laser system is consist of two mirrors, the back mirror has a radius of
curvature R1:15m and a plane output coupler. Whereas the laser spot size
and the waYe length are 0.35 mm and 632.8 nm respectively. Derive an
expression for the mode volume Vse and V26 . AIso, estimate the laser
output power for He-Ne laser , if the Ne pressure is 0.1 torr and each atom
being excited"l0 times per second during laser action process.
Note: c=3xl0o ms-' and h=6.626x10-3a Js. v a o K e0)

-q3-Discuss the radial gain variation in He-Ne laser gas discharge tube, as a
function of tube radius. (20)

Q4-Derive Fresnels equations for the case where the E-field is paralel to the
plane of incidence. Calculate the reflection and transition coefiection for
water ( n=1.33 ) for the cases : TE ( transverse electric ) and rM (
transverse magnetic )polarizations for the followings angles of incidence :
0 ,45, and 90 degrees ? e0)

Q5-Give a brief idea about each of the followings :
a-The glow discharge at low pressure i.e < l0 torr, and draw its I-v

characteristic curye .

b-High voltage DC power supplies.
c-Laser safety.

r----ts rA
Qo-a'-ois.r.r/th. principle of operation of active laser gyroscope

4- Einstein A and B coefficients.
c-COz laser energy level diagram.

(20)

(20)

(20)
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Attempt only four Questions, to be the Jifth including (QS is Obligatory)

Ql/A- Calculate the numbers of vibrational modes (stretching and bending) for:-
l-Linear molecules:- CO, HCN, CzH: .

2-Non-Linear molecules:- NzHzO:, HzSOr, IF7 . (6 marks)
B- If you have powders of 2907 dye (Ca2H52N6OnRuS2). What is the weight required for the
preparation of concentration of 0.25x 10-3 molary in 100 ml of ethanol? How can reduce this
concentration to a half? (9 marks)

Q2/A‐Ifthe band length of H2 mOleCulesis O.0741 nm,what would be the third line and the

spacing of the lines in the spectrum of Raman spectroscopy. (9 marks)
B-Define four of the flowing terms: -
Spherical Top molecules, Ionic Bonding, Spectral line width, Surface Plasmon Resonance,
Raman scattering. (6 marks)

Q3/A Prove, for vibrational and rotational energies as independently, that:-
Afly =r1.p""1= iio +28m, cm-1, m=T1, +2, +3, ..'...'
B/ Describe the selection rules of :-
1-YibrationaUanharmonicoscillator, 2-VibrationaUharmonicoscillator.
3-Vibrating-rotator/dependently. 4-PurerotationalRamanspectra.

(9 marks)

(6 marks)

Q4/A / Find the absorption enerry for transitions from (2s+ 5p; level of the hydrogen
atoms. What is the ionization energy (in eV) of this level (2s)? (9 marks)
B- Draw the enerry Diagram for photoluminescent Molecules (Jablonski diagram) and point
it all the important transitions. (6 marks)

Q5/ If the Band length in the rotational spectra of CO (carbon monoxide) molecule is 0.1 nm,
find:
1- Moment of inertia 2-Rotational constant. 3-The first line separation (in cm-l)
4-The energy of molecule for J=0, J=2, J=4, discus the results.

5-The wave number of J=4+ J=5 and J=9 + J=10 transitions, discus the results.
6-The Number of revolution per second for:- J=0, J=3, J=6, discus the results. (15 marks)

Hints:amu=1.660559x10‐ 2ワ kg,   h=6.62x1034J.s,   c=3x108 m/s,

Atomic Weights:‐ H=1,   C=12,  N=14,   0=16,   S=32,
RH=1.097x107m‐ 1

Ru=101
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Ql) A. Define the followings with examples:

1. Axis of symmetry in solids, 2.Translating vector of lattice. 3.van der -
walls interaction , 4. Amorphous and Crystalline crystals. (8 deg.)

B. eerive Bragg's law and calculate the diffraction angle for ret-lection

plane (231)of aluminum XRD spectrum, where the X-ray wavelength:

O.l542nm and the lattice constant of aluminum:3.608 angstrom'

Q2) Derive with drawing the formula :

I I d : [( hr+k' ) I a2 + 112 I c2))t',2

Where u:?+ c , and cr:P:Y:90o

values ofthe frec energy and radius

AG*= 162t'/3(AG,)' and

(15 deg`)

r彙 =-2Υ /(△ Gv).

Q4)Prove Only that the angular frequency(ω )Ofthe mOnOatomic

linear chain is equal to :
(15 deg.)

ω =2(C/M)0・
5, sin(ka/2)

05)Der市e and Discuss the speciic heat capacity according to

Einsteinis rnodels.

(7 deg。 )

(15 deg。 )

for tetragonal structure,

Q3) Derive and explain the critical

of the nuclei formation with drawing :

笏 〆∠滋

(15 deg.)
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Ansrver 5 questions onlv

Ql: I millisecond, 10 Joule Nd: YAG laser; focused to 0'01

A. Find the penetration depth (6 marks)

B. The time to reach boiling temperature (6 marks)

sheet.

[For steel, use the following data: thermal diffusivity : 0.056 
"m'ls, 

density = 7.6 glcm', boiling

temperature = 3000 
oc and therrnalconductivity:0.15 w/cm'K].

e2: Describe all laser, material and transport properties which affect pulsed and CW laser cutting

of steel. (12 marks)

Q3: The core and cladding refractive indices of a I km singte mode fiber are l'53 and l'50

respectively. lf I 500nm diode laser rvas used, work out: ( l2 marks)

A. Maximum radius of the fibe(a) to ensure a single mode transmission

B. pulse spreading time (max difference between times for 2 rays to travel a length L) (At)

, e4:A: Briefly.descrlle the interactions betrveen laser light and biological tissue. (6 marks)

Q4-B: Work out the relaxation time (Tp) of papitlary dermis layer of the skin if,tl-rermal'

-t.;;ir.rir*..yt= q.l *iO-'W. cm-'.K-', density: 1.085 gl"^t, specific heat = 3'68 J' g-r'K'r and

absorption coefficient = 0.1 5 mm-'' (6 marks)

e5-A: Draw a sketch of using taser light in car Wheel balancing and rod alignment. (6 marks)

,Q5-B: Michelson interferometer and a 500 nm wavelength diode laser were used to measure the

movement of an object. If the bright fringe' counter reading was 500, calculate the distance

rnoved. (6 marks)

e6-B: A low power 650 nm wavelength laser beam is used in monitoring the temperature of a

substrate in a vacuum coating chamber. If the thickness change in the glass substrate,AD is given

as AD : mNZn CosD, where; m is the number of cycles recorded by chart recorder = 20, D =

30ois the refraction angle, calculate the total temperature of the glass substrate. (6 marks)

,, Fol glass 6t 30'C room temperature: refractive index, n: 1.5 and linear expansion.copfficient; K

: 9 10'6'Kt .

e6-B: He-Ne laser light (I= 633 nm) is used to monitor vehicles speed limit of 80 km/h on a

mctorway. If 6.3 x 101 gz frequency shift in the laser frequency was detected when a car crossed

the laser beam, calculate the speed of the car and state if the car has exceeded the limit. (6 marks)

crn,ヽVas used tO process a steel
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Attempt 5 euestions only

Ql A) l-Briefly explain Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 2- Drawthe Basic configuration

for programming FPGA ( 6 \r\o(FlJ )
B) 1- For a two-input xl{oR gate, with the input waveforms as shown below, which output

waveform is correct?
L 3.w*1?r/

,** o J--L_['-"1_J*="L_
,*rrr----J--L-J

ou," ra-....-.....--_*---J---l

oUTplrT. -.
oUiPUr d 

__l-------- -l

2- convert the foilowin-e binary number to octar: 0r0r l r 100,

Q2 A) l- Subtract the following binary number. 110il il0- 0r0101r 1:
2- The internal circuitry of the 555 timer consists of _, an R-s flip_flop, a [ 1 w.ay

transistor switch, an output buffer amplifier, and a voltage divider.

L = 
.n^-t'v \{!

b) Explain the Universal Shift Register

Q3 ) A) Use De Morgan,s theorem to Convert the Boolean expression below to SOp t 4 V^.
il"Tl6iltT-6- y

B) choice the correct answer ( only six) ( write the solution if need)

l- Which is not characteristic of a shift register?
a) Serial inlparallel in b) Serial inlparallel out c) paralrel inlserial out , d) parallel

inlparallel out
2- Which of the following capacitors is polarized?

a) Mica b) ceramic c) plastic-film d) electrolytic3- Convert hexadecimal value 16 to decimal.
の2210 b) 1610 c) 10ro d) 20ro

4- which of the following best describes static memory devices?

a) memory devices that are magnetic in nature and do not require constant refreshingb) memory devices that are magnetic in nature and require constant refreshing

I

L I \^!orv\R

( A vwc-rtQs)
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c)

d)

5-A

semiconductor memory devices in which stored data will not be retained with the power

::lT*ffi?:il:X1',.:li'"'5i*rich stored data is retained as rong as power is appried

basicS.Rflip-flopcanbeconstructedbycross-couplingwhichbasiclogicgates?

a)ANDoroRgatesb)xoRorXNORgatesc)NoRorNANDgatesd)ANDor
NOR gates

A decoder converts

a)nocodedinformationintocodedformb)codedinformationintononcodedform

c) HIGHs to LOWs d) LOWs to HIGHs

What is the function of the comparators in the 555 timer circuit?

rtocomparetheoutputvoltagestothlintern{voltagel]]i"'b)tocomparetheinput
voltages to the intelal voltage divider c) to compare the output voltages to the external

voltage divider d) to .o.p*. the inpuivoltages to the external voltage divider

A) An amplifier outputs a voltage that is ten times the voltage on its input terminals' It has an

input resistance of 10 ko. A sensor outputs a voltage proportional to temperature with a

transfer function of 2,mv/oc. The sensor has an output resistance of 5 ke if the temperature

is 50 oC 
, find the "*nt':*;':: 

1 y K \/
B) Answer onlY three ( 6 \n^ (

1- What is meant by parallel loading the register?

2-DMAisparticularlysuitedfordatatransferbetweenthe--.

3-The voltages in digital electronics are continuously variable

L 6 rl.n- o-Y \r\/

6-

7-

a)

Q4

a) True b) False

4- For an ideal op-amp,;i-,; inrerting amplifier gain is given simply by " " " " " "

Forequarresiitors,ithasaguino'r"-..........]andis-usedindigitalcircuitsas 
......"""'

Q5a)AccordingtotheASCllcharactertable,acertainnumberisassignedtoeachletteror

symbol.Usethememolyarraystowritetheword.loop,intoconsecutivememorycells
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starting at the memory cell [33] if: I : 108' o : 111' p = ll2' T Avrl=qY t''2\\
star1lng at ulし 鳳・・niv.′ ‐―L~―

            ion itS とιいにαY taゝ

B)SketCh up― dOWn COunter with truth table and dcscribe operat

Q6 A) l-Multiple the following binary number 101 * 11 : L?-\*.o-r t{) I

2-which mode of operation is being used when a 555 timer chip has two external resistors

and an extemal capacitor? 
( 2- w\-cs- v tJ- 

5

3.writethelogicexpressionoflogicdiagramshownbelowL>_\\^_ovd\

b) what are Digital Applications of operational Amplifiers ? draw the circuit of inverting

amplifier andwritethe gainformof its ' ( 6 *o( (J

Good luck

r\
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